In this paper we present MGtoolkit: an open-source Python package for implementing metagraphs -a first of its kind. Metagraphs are commonly used to specify and analyse business and computer-network policies alike. MGtoolkit can help verify such policies and promotes learning and experimentation with metagraphs. The package currently provides purely textual output for visualising metagraphs and their analysis results.
(a) Metagraph consisting of five sets and three edges.
(b) Metagraph that shows the advantage of a metapath over simple paths. 
Background

31
The formal structure of a metagraph can be defined as follows:
32
Definition 1 (Metagraph). A metagraph S= X, E is a graphical construct 33 specified by a generating set X and a set of edges E defined on X. A generat-34 ing set is a set of variables X = {x 1 , x 2 , ......, x n } and an edge e ∈ E is a pair 35 e= V e , W e such that V e ⊂ X is the invertex and W e ⊂ X is the outvertex.
36
This definition is similar to that of a directed hypergraph, but in addition 37 metagraphs have several useful operators and properties. One in particular 38 is the notion of a metapath [1] which describes connectivity between sets of 39 elements in a metagraph, but is somewhat different from a path in a graph.
40
Definition 2 (Metapath). A metapath from source B ⊂ X to target C ⊂ X 41 in a metagraph S= X, E is set of edges E such that every e ∈ E is on a 42 path from an element in B to an element in C. In addition [ e V e \ e W e ] ⊆
43
B and C ⊆ e W e .
44
A metapath is more useful than a simple path (i.e., a sequence of edges). Reachability between a source node and a target node can be determined 52 by finding valid metapaths between the two in a metagraph [1] (e.g., the 53 metapath from x 1 to x 5 in Figure 1 (b) is {e 1 , e 2 , e 3 }).
54
Metagraphs have a property called dominance which allows to determine 55 whether a metapath has any redundant components (edges or elements) [1] .
56
A metapath is input-dominant if no proper subset of its source connects to the 57 target; edge-dominant if no proper subset of its edges is also a metapath from 58 the source to the target; and dominant if it is both input-and edge-dominant In metagraph theory, the notion of cutsets and bridges allow one to lo-62 cate edges that are critical [1] . A cutset is a set of edges which if removed, includes propositions -statements that may be true or false -assigned to 77 their edges as qualitative attributes [1] . The generating set of these meta-78 graphs are partitioned into a variables set and a propositions set.
79
Conditional metagraphs are particularly useful in specifying access-control 80 policies because they allow a policy (such as permit user u 1 to access resource 81 r 1 ) to be activated conditionally (e.g., during business hours only). a Node each, and an attributes member that returns any edge attributes.
96
A Metagraph entity also has the methods: add edges from() and 97 remove edges from(), to add and delete edges as necessary. In addition, the 98 entity includes methods to derive its adjacency matrix, find metapaths, check 99 metapath properties (e.g., is dominant metapath()) and edge properties 100 (e.g., is cutset()).
101
The source and target members of a Metapath return subsets of ele-102 ments in a metagraph's generating set. The edge list member returns an 103 edge set between the source and target which satisfy Definition 2.
104
A ConditionalMetagraph entity extends a Metagraph and supports propo- Listing 2: Partial output from running code in Listing 1.
the base properties and methods of a Metagraph and additionally supports 107 methods to derive its context metagraphs (i.e., get context()), check con-108 nectivity properties (e.g., is fully connected()) and redundancy proper-109 ties (e.g., is non redundant()).
110
The code snippet in Listing 1 instantiates the example access-control 111 policy in Figure 1 (a) using MGtoolkit and then checks policy consistency.
112
It returns a redundancy and two conflicts-one is shown in Listing 2. The 113 redundancy is due to e 1 and e 3 both enabling access to R 1 from u 2 and u 3 .
114
The conflicts stem from e 3 denying access to R 2 . 
